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Welcome
Spring has come to Seattle and
we’ve made some changes. We’ve
updated our website and
welcome you to the first edition
of our newsletter, Step Ahead.
Its purpose is to provide you with
information about Cyma, our
products, and Activity
Monitoring. We invite comments
and contributions from our
readers. If you are involved in a
project or application using the
StepWatch and would like to
share news of your findings,
experiences, awards, etc., please
drop us a note. We’d be happy to
include your contributions in
these pages.

Meetings and events
•

The StepWatch Activity
Monitor (SAM) was featured
in a research paper delivered
At the March meeting of the
American Association of
Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS)
in San Francisco by Christian
Heisel, MD, of Heidelberg
Germany. The topic was “Wear
rates using different hip
implants.”(www.aaos.org/wo
rdhtml/anmt2004/sciprog/
095.htm)

•

Kim Coleman, Director of
Research at Cyma, will be
moderating and speaking in a
number of symposia at the
International Society for
prosthetics and orthotics
(ISPO) World Congress in
Hong Kong this August.
Symposia include: Instrumentation to Measure Clinical
Performance and Outcomes
in Prosthetics and Orthotics.
For a complete listing, see:
(www.polyu.edu.hk/ispo2004
/ispo2004/symposia.htm)
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•

FDA Approval -- C y m a
receives FDA marketing
clearance for the StepWatch
Activity Monitor (SAM) as a
Class II device.

•

Cyma begins shipping
StepWatch 3 -- The
StepWatch 3 is lighter, more
durable, less expensive, and
records twice as long as the
StepWatch 2. The new docks
use a USB connection and
don’t require batteries. Ask
about our trade-in policy.

•

Cyma receives NIH Fast
Track SBIR grant to
develop a Computerized
Prosthetic Alignment system
(ComPAS), a tool to assist
prosthetists in dynamically
aligning artificial legs.
For more news, see the
pressroom on our website:
www.cymatech.com/html/ne
ws/releases.html.
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